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information regarding additional Toyota wiring. This page will focus on Toyota alternating with a built-in controller, however some information may be valid for general alternators. If you found my job useful and would like to donate beer! PayPal.Me/wilbo666wiring The alterator function is to supply electrical energy to support electrical loads
in the vehicle's electrical system. These loads include an electronic fuel injection system, radio, lights, defogger and more. Since some of these loads are crucial (i.e. fuel injection system), it is important that the system functions well. It is worth noting that under normal operating conditions, the alterator is responsible for supplying all the
electrical energy needed for vehicle systems, the battery is only used to filter voltage spikes and deliver a small amount of extra current during short-term events, such as when heavy electrical loads are turned on (e.g., the inclusion of electric engine cooling fans). Of course, the alterator is also responsible for charging the battery after the
engine starts to replace the electrical energy that is used to start the engine. Alternator Operation In general terms, the alternator is driven by an engine to enable mechanical energy Electricity. I won't study the details as to how the alterator generates electrical energy from mechanical energy in this article, however I briefly explore how
and why the output of the alterator is regulated. Since the alterator is required for (ideally) the output of a fixed voltage regardless of the electrical load (current) of the vehicle system and the RPM engine it makes sense that there should be a system that controls the alterator to ensure that the voltage output changes remain stable and
consistent throughout the range of operating conditions that can be tested. The regulator of the alterator is the component that is responsible for managing the alterator to achieve the desired operation. Alternator with a built-in regulator This section will discuss Toyota alternator with the built-in regulator and wiring related to the alternating
and regulator. From the early 1980s (No. 1983) Toyota used an alternator with a built-in regulator, before that the regulator had a module that was installed external to change. As mentioned earlier, this page will focus on changing with a built-in controller. Alternator with built-in pinouts regulator there are a number of different pinouts for
Toyota alternators with built-in regulators. The following pinouts are considered looking at the open end of women's pins, or another way to look at what wires connected to the female cork in the photo will come out the back of the computer screen. The 'S' change regulator terminal is used to 'Sense' battery voltage on the battery, hence
the acronym 'S'. Symbol Definition Of Entry/Exit Why S Tension Sense Input This pin is used to sense tension on the battery Tension on the battery is the main parameter that the regulator uses to control/regulate the output of the alterator. This pin is connected to a positive battery terminal at all times, with most wiring mechanisms via the
7.5A fuse marked ALT-S (Alternator Sense). The importance of 'S' Terminal 'S' entry is a very important contribution for the regulator as it serves as a basis for monitoring the exit of the change. In normal operation, the change regulator will try to keep the positive battery terminal at 14.5V. It is this voltage measured by the introduction of
the 'S' alterator. To understand why the 'S' pin is important and why the change regulator doesn't just measure the voltage, that the alterator's output terminal is worth spending some time thinking about the current flow and voltages in the charging system when it is under load. There is a very good reason that the extra wire all the way
back to the positive battery terminal should be installed and it makes sense as Toyota is unlikely to add an extra wire (and therefore extra) cost if necessary! So on the cause ... when the alterator generates a large amount of current for the electrical system The alterator power terminal is higher than the positive battery terminal. The
reason for this difference in voltage is due to the voltage drop on the main power cable, which connects the exit of the alterator with the positive battery terminal. Since the main power cable, connecting the alterator and the positive battery terminal, has a small amount of electrical resistance, voltage drop, proportional current, and cable
resistance is generated in accordance with the Ohms Law, which says that the tension is equal to the current times of the Resistance, or V'Voltage (where V'Voltage( Volt), I'Current (Amps), R'Resistance (Ω). To make this concept into something that we hope to make a little more real sense of the world. V - I'R V - 50A - 0.01 V - 0.5 Volt,
As we said earlier, most alterators will try to keep the voltage somewhere close to 14.5V in a positive battery terminal, so using this example, if we want to have 14.5V on a positive battery terminal, we should have 15V (14.5V and 0.5V) on the output change. We should have a higher voltage on the alterator output as we will have a 0.5
volt voltage drop through the main power cable that connects the alterator output to the positive battery terminal. If the regulator was to get its sense of tension from the exit terminal alterator we would only end up with 14V on the battery when in fact we wanted 14.5V, if the resistance of the cable that connects the alterator output to the
positive battery terminal is high, or the current is drawn very high, you can see that this can start to pose a problem! The solution to this problem is the 'S' wire, which connects directly to the positive battery terminal and therefore allows the change regulator to measure the true voltage on the positive battery terminal. It is worth noting that
the terminal 'S' on the voltage regulator has a very high stability, so very little current and therefore a very small drop in V'IR voltage through this 'S' wire. Below is the image summarizes above. Alternator Regulator 'L' Terminal Ammiator 'L' is used to rotate the warning light charge change located in the dash when the regulator discovers
that the alterator is not charging. Symbol Definition Of Entry/Exit Why L Alternator Charge Warning Light Exit This contact is used to turn the charge charge warning light ON/OFF If the change regulator detects that the alterator has failed it can indicate it to the driver so that action can be taken. This pin is based ON warning light charge.
The warning light of the alterator charge must be connected on one side of the light connected to the battery voltage (Ignition Switched) and one side of the light connected to this pin controller. Light ON - Error State, Light OFF - Normal. Terminal regulator alternator 'IG' Terminal-ammiator 'IG' is used to turn on the alternator when the
engine is on. If the regulator does not have a signal to turn on/off it will drain the battery. Symbol Definition Of Entry/Exit What's Why, like IG Ignition Switch Entry This contact is used to determine if the ignition is ON. The change regulator is included with this signal. This pin is connected to battery voltage when the ignition switch is in
RUN and CRANK positions. Alternator with the built-in regulator General Wiring Below is a diagram of the transaction taken from J'80 TSRM shows the overall location of the transaction for alternators with built-in controllers. Views: Views:
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